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Battle Begins

1) Prior to the battle, starting at 2:00 pm, the shuttle will take any Federal troops who decide not
to march, to the Ruritan, where they will wait for those marching from the HWS farm. The
shuttle can also take CS troops to the Gilligan farm, where they can be placed at the lower stone
wall, the upper stone wall, or the final stone wall. Also, we can transport to Burkitt road for the
battle.
2) Southern troops need to march to Burkitt Road, preferably using the alleys, however, there are
hills involved. The flattest walk would be along Lake Side Drive.
3) The first action should be the CS troops coming out of Burkitt Road to confront the Federal
forces marching into town on Gapland Road. After engaging, they will retreat out Pfeifer Lane to
Lake Side Drive heading west. New this year, Tom will send a company to follow and harass
them, while the rest of the Federal column heads through town.
4) The two forces can volley at company fronts across the flood plain beyond Locust Rd. The CS
forces will also have to deal with the Federal company behind it.

5) CS forces move east and turn right onto the loose stone drive that comes out by the post office,
which is at the top of the hill. They engage the Federal forces as they cross 17. The Federal
company rejoins the main Federal force.
6) Once the armies have crossed 17, they re-group and the CS forces move up to the Gilligan farm,
lower wall. Both armies receive ice and water as necessary.
7) The Federal force moves through the western side of town and encounters fire from the lower
stone wall. They send a company through the lower gate to enfilade the CS troops on the wall
and chase them around the house.
8) The main Federal force continues up the road to the main entrance to the east side of the barn.
They will reform here, waiting for the CS troops to gather at the far wall.
9) The Federal force will move around the south side of the barn and form company front in the
southeast side of the field where a sunken road once was. They will move at the oblique toward
the center of the CS forces behind the wall. They will volley and then charge the wall. CS forces
will surrender.

Entrance for Federal Troops

Lower Stone Wall

